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AF_AD_E6_B3_95_c86_501859.htm 46. Quasars are so distant that

their light has taken billions of years to reach the Earth. consequently,

we see them as they were during the formation of the universe.(A) we

see them as they were during(B) we see them as they had been

during(C) we see them as if during(D) they appear to us as they did

in (E) they appear to us as though in47. Unlike that of the Native

Americans of British Columbia, the Plains, and the Southwest, those

of Puget Sound lived in relatively small, autonomous villages.(A)

Unlike that of(B) Unlike those of(C) Unlike(D) In contrast to that

of (E) Dissimilar to48. From 1965 on, Yugoslavia’s standard of

living has soared, but unemployment and prices too.(A) but

unemployment and prices too(B) and also unemployment and

prices(C) but so have unemployment and prices(D) and so also

unemployment and prices (E) but so did unemployment and

prices49. Consumers may not think of household cleaning products

to be hazardous substances, but many of them can be harmful to

health, especially if they are used improperly.(A) Consumers may

not think of household cleaning products to be(B) Consumers may

not think of household cleaning products being(C) A consumer may

not think of their household cleaning products being(D) A

consumer may not think of household cleaning products as (E)

Household cleaning products may not be thought of by consumers,

as50. Three out of every four automobile owners in the United States



also own a bicycle.(A) Three out of every four automobile owners in

the United States also own a bicycle.(B) Out of every four, three

automobile owners in the United States also owns a bicycle.(C)

Bicycles are owned by three out of every four owners of automobiles

in the United States.(D) In the United States, three out of every four

automobile owners owns bicycles. (E) Out of every four owners of

automobiles in the United States, bicycles are also owned by

three.51. It appears illogical to some people that West Germany,

which bans such seeming lesser evils as lawn-mowing on Sundays,

still has some 4,000 miles of highway with no speed limit.(A) which

bans such seeming lesser evils as(B) which bans such seemingly lesser

evils as(C) which is banning such seeming lesser evils like(D)

banning such evils that seem lesser, for example (E) banning such

seeming lesser evils like52. The task force is reviewing the company

’s hiring practices for the determination of whether they are

meeting the requirements set by the Office of Equal Opportunity.(A)

for the determination of whether they are meeting the requirements

set by the Office of Equal Opportunity(B) for the determining of

whether or not it meets the requirement set by the Office of Equal

Opportunity(C) for the determining of whether the requirements set

by the Office of Equal Opportunity are being met or not(D)

determining whether the requirements set by the Office of Equal

Opportunity are met (E) to determine whether they meet the

requirements set by the Office of Equal Opportunity53. Last spring a

Colorado health department survey of 72 playgrounds in private

child-care centers found unsafe conditions in 95 percent of them and



they ranged from splinters to equipment near collapse.(A) unsafe

conditions in 95 percent of them and they ranged(B) conditions in

95 percent were unsafe and ranging(C) the ranging of unsafe

conditions in 95 percent of them to be(D) that 95 percent had unsafe

conditions ranging (E) that 95 percent of them had conditions that

were unsafe. the range was54. Tenor George Shirley sang more than

20 leading roles at the Metropolitan Opera since having his debut

there as Fernando in Cosifan tulle on October 24, 1961.(A) sang

more than 20 leading roles at the Metropolitan Opera since

having(B) sang more than 20 leading roles at the Metropolitan Opera

since having had(C) has sung more than 20 leading roles at the

Metropolitan Opera since(D) has sung more than 20 leading roles at

the Metropolitan Opera after (E) has sung more than 20 leading roles

at the Metropolitan Opera subsequently to55. At ground level, ozone

is a harmful pollutant, but in the stratosphere it shields the Earth

from the most biologically harmful radiation emitted by the Sun,

radiation in the ultraviolet band of the spectrum.(A) in the

stratosphere(B) in the stratosphere, in which(C) it is in the

stratosphere in which(D) in the stratosphere where (E) it is in the

stratosphere and56. A prolific architect who worked from the turn of

the century until the late 1950’s, Julia Morgan designed nearly 800

buildings in California, perhaps most notably William Randolph

Hearst’s monumental estate at San Simeon.(A) Julia Morgan

designed nearly 800 buildings in California, perhaps most notably

William Randolph Hearst’s monumental estate at San Simeon(B)

perhaps the most notable of the nearly 800 buildings in California



designed by Julia Morgan was William Randolph Hearst’s

monumental estate at San Simeon(C) of the nearly 800 buildings in

California designed by Julia Morgan, perhaps the most notable was

William Randolph Hearst’s monumental estate at San Simeon(D)

nearly 800 buildings in California were designed by Julia Morgan, of

which William Randolph Heart’s monumental estate at San

Simeon is perhaps the most notable (E) William Randolph Hearst

’s monumental estate at San Simeon is perhaps the most notable of

the nearly 800 buildings in California designed by Julia Morgan57.

Once positioned in space, the Hubble Space Telescope will capture

light from sources twenty times fainter compared to those that can be

detected by ground-based instruments.(A) compared to those that

can b detected(B) compared to those they can detect(C) than that

can be detected(D) than those that can be detected (E) than those

detecting58. Cartographers have long struggled with the problem of

having the spherical Earth to draw on a flat sheet of paper.(A) having

the spherical Earth to draw on a flat sheet of paper(B) having a flat

sheet of paper on which to draw the spherical Earth(C) how can one

draw the spherical Earth on a flat sheet of paper(D) how they could

use a flat sheet of paper to draw the spherical Earth (E) how to draw

the spherical Earth on a flat sheet of paper59. After suffering $2

billion in losses and 25,000 layoffs, the nation’s semiconductor

industry, which makes chips that run everything from computers

and spy satellites to dishwashers, appears to have made a

long-awaited recovery.(A) computers and spy satellites to

dishwashers, appears to have(B) computers, spy satellites, and



dishwashers, appears having(C) computers, spy satellites, and

dishwashers, appears that it has(D) computers and spy satellites to

dishwashers, appears that it has (E) computers and spy satellites as

well as dishwashers, appears to have60. Studies show that young

people with higher-than-average blood pressure and their families

have a history of high blood pressure are more likely than others to

develop a severe form of the condition.(A) and their families have a

history of high blood pressure(B) whose families have a history of

high blood pressure(C) and a history of high blood pressure runs in

the family(D) whose families have a history of high blood pressure

running in them (E) with a history of high blood pressure running in
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